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STRACT 

The prototype bunch killer has been set up at SRRC 
recently. The system includes two subsystems, the 
multibunch filling pattern shaping system and single bunch 
killer system. Gate RF knockout approach is used to shape the 
filling pattern of multibunch and to obtain a well-defined gap 
for machine study. The gate processes synchronize with 
revolution frequency. Widths of the gate signal determine the 
empty gap of the filling pattern. Beam knockout systems with 
nanosecond impulse current are also implemented which used 
to kill the individual electron bunch with bucket addressing 
capability. The purity of the single bunch is improve by the 
nanosecond knockout system, despite the difference of the tune 
and tune spread of the main and parasitic bunches, that lifts the 
requirement of the narrow tune spread for standard single bunch 
purification process. The nanosecond knockout technique also 
applied to kill undesired bunches in the multibunch operation 
mode. The preliminary results are present. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The storage ring of SRRC operates with an 499.654 MHz 
RF system and has 200 bucket locations. The required filling 
pattern during operation are dependent on the requirement of 
users or machine physicists. Multibunch filling and single 
bunch operations are routine achievable. Even mixed mode 
operation [ I ]  is supported by existing system also. 
Multibunch operation modes are the most use mode. 
Multibunch filling are play an important role for routine 
operation and beam physics study. Control the filling patterns 
are highly desirable for various applications, such as to avoid 
to trap ion. The gate RF knockout technique used to shape the 
multibunch filling pattern for desired shapes. High purity 
single bunch is essential for time resolves experiments. Single 
bunch purity is several percentages after the injection. Since 
the tune spread of betatron side band are several KHz, it is 
difficult to kill spurious bunches by using standard resonant 
excitation of transverse oscillation purification procedure 
[ 1,2,3] without make loss of the main bunch at this stage. A 
novel method that is using impulse generator operates at 
betatron frequency to purify the single bunch and to kill 
undesired bunches at multibunch mode also demonstrated. 
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Figure 1. Multibunch filling pattern shaper 

Figure 1 shown the functional block diagram of the 
multibunch filling pattern shaper. The revolution clock frev is 
used as reference of the bucket location. The delay unit 
determines the location of the filling bunches to be kill. The 
pulse generated by the pulse generator determine the length of 
bunch train will be kill. Betatron resonance frequency 
generated by a separate signal generator. The output of signal 
generator is gate by a GaAs FW switch with 5 nsec rise time. 
The frequency ranges of the power amplifier are form 10 kHz 
to 220 MHz with rise time less than 10 nsec. Hence the 
shaped multibunch will be a rising and falling edge within one 
to three buckets. 

111. NANOSECOND BUNCH KILLER 
11. GATE RF KNOCKOUT TECHNIQUES 

Gate RF knockout approach is used to shape the filling 
pattern of multibunch store mode and to obtain a well-define 
gap for various applications. The gate process synchronized 
with revolution frequency. Width of the gate signal determined 
the length of the empty gap of the filling pattern. 

Beam knockout system with nanosecond impulse current 
is also implemented which kill the individual electron bunch 
at specified location. The purity of the single bunch improved 
by the nanosecond knockout system, despite the difference of 
the tune and tune spread of the main and parasitic bunches, 
that lifts the requirement of the narrow tune spread for standard 
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single bunch purification process. The nanosecond knockout 
technique is also used to kill undesired bunches in the 
multibunch operation mode. 

The nanosecond bunch killer is shown as figure 2. The 
gate circuit that i s  coincident revolution clock and betatron 
oscillation frequency fp. The coincident output is delay by a 
delay generator. The time delcy- of the delay generator used to 
address specific bucket to kill. The output of delay trigger 
signal trigs four sets of impulse generator, two with positive 
output and two with negative output. The pulse width of the 
impulse generator is less than 1 nsec, and provide 100 V 
impulse to 50 ohm load. Four excitation electrodes drive by 
the output of the impulse generators to exert impulse force to 
selected bunch. 

Selected Bunch to Kill 

Figure 2. Nanosecond bunch killer 

IV. MULTIBUNCH IFILLING PATTERN 
SHAPING 

Multibunch filling pattern is reshaped by multibunch 
bunch killer to desired shape. F5gure 3(a) is a designed filling 
pattern of the storage ring for this study. Edge of both ends cut 
by bunch killer are shown at figure 3(b). Reduce total beam 
intensity is the disadvantage of the approach. 
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Figure 3. Multibunch filling shaping by bunch killer 

V. SINGLE BUNCH PURIFICATION 

High single bunch purity is necessary for time resolved 
experiments. Single bunch impurity of the storage ring is 
dependent upon several issues. The injector system can provide 
a few percentage impurities of single bunch routinely. Single 
bunch impurity is mainly cause by the timing jitters of the 
electron gun electronics. Single bunch purity can also 
deterioration due to various electron loss mechanisms [4]. 
Single bunch impurity is improved by RF knockout 
techniques, which based upon different betatron frequency of 
different bunch with different bunch current. When tune spread 
is too large, this technique is difficult to kill parasitic 
bunches. Knockout technique by using nanosecond impulse is 
an alternate to clean satellite bunches. 

Figure 4 (a) is a typical stored single bunch with several 
percentage residues bunches. At the tail of the main bunches, 
there are some ringing signal due to electronic system. The 
residues bunch before main bunch are very prominent. 
Nanosecond bunch killer was used to kill those bunches as 
shown Figure 4(b), the enlargement of the detail shown at 
figure 4(c). Due to limited dynamic range of the observation 
by oscilloscope, the single bunch impurity estimated less than 
10e-3 after purification. To measure very small amount of 
single bunch impurity, photon counting for single bunch 
purity measurement is on the way. 
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opportunity to add sophisticated system identification 
techniques to the machine analysis toolkit. Using nanosecond 
bunch killer to randomize the filling pattern of multibunch 
operation mode are more efficient then using single bunch 
injection and with bucket addressing to random the filling 
pattern of the storage ring. 
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VI. NANOSECOND BUNCH KILLER FOR 
MULTIBUNCH APPLICATION 

Nanosecond bunch killer was used to kill specific bunch 
at multibunch filling mode shown in figure 6. On the figure, 
six bunches are removed from a consecutive bunch at 
multibunch operation mode. 

Randomized of multibunch filling pattern by nanosecond 
bunch killer is possible. Nanosecond bunch killer allows 
arbitrary sequence of bunches to be killed. This would allow 
pseudo-random sequences to be generated, affording the 
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